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 When an old buddy, Jaka, delivers a headless horseman, he finds himself looking for the man who betrayed him while his new
partner K’sna has her own issues with the undead cowboy named Chub. The adventure unfolds in the notorious Badwater Basin
in the now booming Ghost Town of Cisco. Ghost Riders of Dinoland: In the far west of Texas is the land of Dinoland. Here, the
land is ruled by the King, his honorable knights and a wise wizard. However, when the King's nephew is stolen from his arms,
the ancient warring spirit of Dinoland rises once again. The once peaceful land of Dinoland is transformed into a bloodthirsty

realm where everyone is a target and the undead slaughter anyone who comes too close. To save his nephew and Dinoland from
total destruction, the King embarks on a quest to find the legendary talisman that will restore his nephew's stolen crown.

Westerado: Kidnapped and taken to a remote corner of New Mexico, the Kid is left on his own to face his captors. They're not
who they say they are, and the Kid is not the kid they say he is. Along the way, the Kid begins to uncover the truth about his

destiny. Bullet Clown vs. Nick the Stick: High Noon in the fictional Ghost Town of San Dimas, CA. The city is being run by the
mysterious Crossbones Gang, who rule over the town with an iron fist. When a gun-slinging cowboy arrives on the scene, can he
take on the gang and their three henchmen in a bloody shootout? The House of the Rising Sun: In San Dimas, CA, a boy named
Johnny Flack lives with his mother. Things go to hell when the Crossbones Gang arrives and tries to kill Johnny. Now, Johnny
has to not only get revenge for the family he loves, but he has to fight a showdown against the crossbones gang. While Johnny

Flack goes up against the Crossbones Gang, Joey Pawn, a lonesome bounty hunter, goes on a killing spree to track down a
wanted outlaw. The Bloody Hand of the Ripper: In the Ghost Town of Cisco, Texas, the world of the Ghost Riders has come

down. With the zombies stalking the town, a nightmarish storm brewing, a double barrel outlaw is hard at work, and nothing will
stop him. Fall of the Lariat Kid: A 82157476af
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